Maggs Brothers Autograph Letters Historical Documents
letters and papers of sir george grove - secure.rcm - 1 6859 sir george grove: the history of a musical
phrase attempted. article in 20 parts contributed to the musical world in 1887-88, cut up and pasted in with
numerous annotations, additions, &c. melville eastham papers printed matter in boxes 23-32 box 23 melville eastham papers printed matter in boxes 23-32 box 23 19 bookseller catalogs: harry a levinson, los
angeles: catalogue 37, 1951. edward stanford, ltd., london: 1926. illuminated manuscripts & selected
incunabula dealer ... - and autograph letters of the 19th to the 20th centuries philip c. duschnes mediaeval
miniatures and illuminations catalogue 174 $10 les eluminures things: the object catalogue 7 $30 past and
present (44 lots) les eluminures symbolism and the catalogue 8 $30 medieval world (45 lots) les eluminures
illuminations catalogue 10 $40 (50 lots) les eluminures pen to press, paint to print 2009 ... the order of the
golden fleece - tandfonline - mary and the order of the golden fleece’, 1454: lille-arras et le voeu du faisan:
... trying to locate the 18 autograph letters and ten autograph postcards writ- ten by brahms to henschel
between 1874 and 1894 that were sold as a lot at auction by sotheby, wilkinson sc hodge in 1919 and
subsequently offered for sale individually in the catalogues of maggs brothers (london) during the 1920s ... a
holograph manuscript of george fox - muse.jhu - a holograph manuscript of george fox by henry j.
cadbury papers written throughout by george fox are compara- tively rare. though he endorsed hundreds of
swarthmore manuscripts in his own hand, his own letters and other longer pieces he usually dictated. of pieces
extant today the relatively small number of real autographs may be learned by going through the annual
catalogue of george fox's ... leoline jenkins newsletters - pdf.oaclib - purchased through maggs brothers,
from sotheby’s, lot 2959, june 26, 1974. this material was previously owned by this material was previously
owned by benjamin heywood bright, then purchased by thomas phillipps of middle hill (worcestershire, eng.).
union medical association papers (1758 – 1858): a finding aid - also included in this collection are
autograph letters of different french, english, and american physicians dated 1758 - 1836. currently, the
papers of the union medical association are the part of the worcester district medical southern california's
collection builders - history of science - of the gutenberg bible from maggs broth- ers, the only one
besides the huntington copy on the west coast. her taste also ran ... were covered with framed autograph
letters and the shelves were full of first and rare editions of great books. christopher morley ... george
meredith - normanc.utexas - letters: als to unidentified recipient, 2 july no year (1862?). container 1.7 als to
unidentified recipient, 14 april no year. als to unidentified recipient re lady emma caroline michell wood, 17
december 1879. als to unidentified recipient, 19 october 1882. ... wfp vol 13 no 16 sat april 28, woodstonfreepress - in addition to the photos, there were news clippings, post cards, letters, marriage
invitations, baby announcements, school classmate photos, and funeral cards dating back to 1900. many of
the mailing had been to monument ks where grandpa hale's had lived for about 30 years. il - e-codices.unifr
- maggs brothers en 193 . l, catalogue 555, no 17· acquis par :l\1artin bodmer vers 1937 ? (d'après . d. hurst,
éd. cit. infra, le manuscrit fut vendu en suisse en 1937). bibliographie: a selection of books manuscripts,
bindings and autograph letters remark able for their interest and rarity, being the ftve hundred and ftftyftfth
catalogue ...
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